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LECTURE 14:
PLANT PHENOLOGY

When is this
to occur

When a certain plant stage to occur can be approached
through GDDs (Growing Degree Days)

CHAPTER 7

LECTURE OUTCOME
After the completion of this lecture and mastering
the lecture materials, students should be able to
1. to explain the phenology and partitioning of biomass in

relation to plant growth analysis
2. to calculate rate of development based of heat

accumulation
3. to apply GPT (genotype x photoperiod x temperature)

model to estimate the stage of plant development.
4. to apply growing degree days (GDD) to estimate the

stage of plant development.
5. to describe the phenology of soybean and maize.
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LECTURE OUTLINE
1. INTRODUCTION
2. PLANT PHENOLOGY

1. Definition
2. Plant Development Stages

3. PLANT PHENOLOGY MODELS
1. Phase Estimation
2. GPT Model
3. Growing Degree Days (GDD)

4. GDD CASE STUDIES

1. INTRODUCTION
1. Phenology and biomass partitioning are two

phenomena of life, depending on each other,
which have not been much understood.

2. In most models of plant growth, the biomass
partitioning amongst plant organs (parts) is often
made as a function of plant phenology

3. However, this is regarded as an  empirical
approach that applies only to limited conditions
of plant growth.

4. In other words, the stage of growth and of an
organ, and hence the whole plant, reached at a
particular time is the product of growth rate
(W/t) and the growth duration (t).
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5. The rate of growth (in biomass) is a function of
growth machinery capacity and the availability of
growth factors (light, CO2, O2, H2O etc.).

6. The capacity of growth machinery, that can be
represented by leaf area from standpoint of plant
biomass dominated by photosynthetic product, is
determined by the partition of biomass to the leaf
organ and leaf morphology (SLA = LA/LW).

7. This can be seen in the results of experiments that
show a tendency of W/t to increase with time
after sowing.

8. This can be related largely to an increase in leaf
area with time as replected by a close linear
relation between W/t and LA (leaf area).
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2. PLANT PHENOLOGY
1. Definition

1. Fenologi (phenology) of plants can be simply
defined as the study of “the timing of plant
growth and development” (Nord & Lynch, 2009)

2. Phenology, “phainoa“ or “phainestai” +
“logos” (Greek) meaning “to show, to bring to
light, make appear) + study”, is the study of
periodic cycle events of plant life.  This
includes the study of influence of seasonal and
interan-nual variations in climate, as well as
habitat factors (e.g. elevation) on the life cycle
events.
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Phenology: The study of recurring
biological events.

“The oldest science.”

3. Modern phenology, following the definition of
Lieth (1974), is defined as the study of
 the timing of recurring biological events in the

animal and plant world,
 the causes of their timing with regard to biotic and

abiotic forces, and
 the interrelation among phases of the same or

different species.

4. Phenology is the qualitative and quantitative
description of a plant's life cycle.
 Qualitative aspects of phenology include

morphological development and the partitioning of
the life cycle into distinct stages of development,
such as seedling emergence, flowering, and
physiological maturity.
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 Quantitative aspects of development include rate
of development and the duration of the life cycle.

4. Phenology differs among plant species and
varies among cultivars within a species.

5. Environmental factors such as temperature and
photoperiod influence phenology.

2. Plant Development Stages
1. The development of the seed plant sporophyte

can be broken down into three major stages:
 Embryogenesis
 Vegetative development
 Reproductive development

Embryogensis
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https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Holger_Breuninger/publication/8605139/figure/fig1/AS:280
173418172421@1443809956451/Figure-1-Apical-Basal-Arabidopsis-Embryo-Development.png

2. An intriguing question is : Is there any way to
predict crops, for instance soybean, when to
perform a particular phase such as follows
1. when to emerge from the soil
2. when to form the first leaves (unifoliate)
3. when to form the first trifoliate leaves
4. when to form flowers
5. when to form pods
6. when to harvest
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Shaun Casteel, Purdue University,
http://www.agry.purdue.edu/ext/soybean/Arrivals/10SoyDevt.pdf

VE VC V1

R1

R6R1
R8

 In the case of rice, stages of plant development
are as follows
1. Germination
2. Emergence
3. Seedling establishment
4. Initial tillering
5. Maximum tillering
6. Panicle primordia
7. Booting
8. Heading
9. Anthesis
10. Milking
11. Dough
12. Yellow ripe
13. Maturity/Harvesting
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2. PLANT PHENOLOGY MODEL
1. Phase Estimation

1. Renewed interest in plant phenology has occurred in
last decades due to global warming leading to
climate change.

2. Climate change impacts on individual species
comprise shifts in phenology, productivity,
distribution and, thus, biodiversity.

3. Phenological phases are used as indicators for
detecting ecological impacts of climate change on
flora and fauna such as plants, migratory birds or
fishes and, consequently, on ecosystems reflecting
the results of manifold combinations of
environmental interactions.
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4. Changes in the timing of phenological stages of
plants such as foliation, flowering, fruit ripening,
colour changing and leaf fall are recognized as
globally coherent ecological fingerprints of climate
change.

1.1 Rate and Duration
1. The estimation of phases when to happen is very

important in the analysis of plant growth and
development as the yield of plants is also determined
by the development of plants.

2. For instance, the grain yield of soybean is determined
by the rate and duration of pod filling in addition to
the number of pods.  As the duration of pod filling is
related to the time of pod initiation and the length of
growing period, then

 NTT
t
S

G PH 

 where G = grain yield/plant, S/t = the rate

of seed weight increase per unit time (day),
TH & TP = time of harvest & pod initiation
(days), and N = number of pods/plant

Sub-branch: the flowers
opened on sub-
branch raceme on 54
DAS

Secondary: the flowers
opened on secondary
raceme on 56 DAS

Tertiary: the flowers opened
on tertiary raceme on
64 DAS

Primary:  the flowers opened first on primary raceme on 42 DAS
(days after sowing)

Terminal: the flowers opened on terminal raceme on 47 DAS

Zheng et al. (2004)
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1.2 Heat Approach
1. Crop plants require heat from their atmospheric

environment to develop, grow, and mature.
2. A specific amount of heat is required to change from

one stage to another in plant development, such as
from seeding to the four-leaf stage

3. The growth rate of many biological organisms is
controlled primarily by temperature

4. Temperature is an indirect measure of the heat
available in the atmosphere, and heat sufficient
to cause growth and development in a plant is
the heat above base or threshold temperature.

5. Temperature is the most important among all factors
that influence rate of plant development.

INTRODUCTION

6. The effect of this heat is cumulative as the growing
plant progresses through its life cycle.

7. Different species of crop plants have different base
temperatures.  Corn and soybeans have a base
temperature of 50°F (10 0C).

8. GDD (Growing degree days) is heuristic approach
used to estimate phonological development
(heuristic = experience-based techniques for
problem solving, learning, and discovery such as trial
and error).

9. Growth begins at some minimum (in this case 50°F).
The rate of development increases with rising
temperature until it reaches a plateau at some
optimum temperature (86°F). As temperature
increases above the optimum the growth rate
declines.

INTRODUCTION
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10. The shape of this response curve is similar
among many organisms; however, the
minimum, optimum, and maximum
temperature will vary.
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Figure 5. Regression model. This model is for the relation between
mean temperatures (March to June) and onset of flowering of Apple
(Malus domestica) during the period 1971 to 2000. Schröder et al.,2014.
Environmental Sciences Europe 26:5

2. GPT Model
1. Yand and Wallace (1998) developed a GPT

(genotype x photoperiod x temperature) model based
on the following assumptions:
(i) almost all plant genes influence the rate of

development. These genes are classified into three
groups: vernalization genes; photoperiod genes; and
all other genes. All genes other than vernalization and
photoperiod genes are referred to as group III genes
for convenience.

(ii) Every gene activity has an optimum-temperature
response. That is, every gene requires a base
temperature to express any gene activity; above this
base temperature, gene activity is enlarged by each
higher temperature up to an optimum temperature, but
is reduced beyond this.
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(iii) The III genes collectively establish an autonomous
development towards flowering; on the contrary, the
activity of photoperiod genes inhibits or slows this
autonomous

(iv) The activity of photoperiod genes occurs only under
delaying photoperiods

2. As a result of points (ii), (iii) and (iv), the photoperiod
gene-directed response is inevitably a photoperiod x
temperature interaction effect that leads to the
development of the following equation.

where R is the rate of development towards the speci-
fied stage (the inverse of the duration to the specified
stage); T and P are the applied mean temperature and

    cBpOtb PPTTSTTSDR  21

photoperiod respectively from planting to a specified
stage; Pc is the critical photoperiod. It is the
photoperiod beyond which the photoperiod gene
begins to have any activity. It is the longest optimum
photoperiod for SDP, or the shortest optimum
photoperiod for LDP; Sp is the sensitivity of the
genotype to delaying photoperiods; Tbp is the base
(lowest) temperature that allows any photoperiod
gene activity ; Topt is the optimum temperature for
development in the absence of the photoperiod gene
activity ; St is the sensitivity of the genotype to non-
optimum temperatures; Db is the basic (shortest
expressible) duration to the specified stage, the
inverse of which is the maximum rate of development
towards the specified stage.
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Db = 40 days (flowering) or 80 days (harvest), St = 0,00003, TO =
280C, Sp = 0,00003, TB = 100C and P = 12,4 hours/day.  Grafik pada
Gambar B diperoleh dengan pers. (7.4b) menggunakan koefisien
regressi yang diutarakan diatas (Yan & Wallace, 1998) dan P = 14, 18
atau 22 jam/hari sebagaimana ditunjukkan dalam gambar.

P = 14, 18 or 22 hours/day, others are similar to the previous figure
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3. Growing Degree Days (GDD)
1. Since 1730 when Reaumur introduced the concept of

heat units, or thermal time, many methods of
calculating heat units have been used successfully in
the agricultural sciences.

2. Particularly in the areas of crop phenology and
development, the concept of heat units, measured in
growing degree-days (GDD, 0C-day), has vastly
improved description and prediction of phonological
events compared to other approaches such as time
of year or number of days.

3. GDD (Growing Degree-Days) is the amount of heat
above a specified base temperature during a 24-hour
period that is accumulated for a duration under
consideration.

4. This is an approach used to predict plant and pest
development rates such as the date that a flower will
bloom or a crop reach maturity

5. GDD concept assumes that:
a. There is a base temperature below which the organism

does not grow or grows very slowly.
b. The growth rate increases with temperature above the base

temperature.
c. Growth and development are closely related to daily

temperature mean accumulations above the base
temperature.

6. The calculation of GDD is based on daily average
temperature and the base temperature as follows

GDD CONCEPT
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where TMAX & TMIN = daily maximum & minimum temperature,
and TBASE = temperature below which the organism does not
grow or grows very slowly. If [(TMAX + TMIN)/2]TBASE, then [(TMAX
+ TMIN)/2] = TBASE.

7. This method seems to be the most widespread
method used for calculating GDD particularly in
simulation models. The application of the GDD
equation is given in the following examples

Example 1: Corn Growing Degree Day
 Base 50° F (100C)(50-32)*5/9
 Max 92° F (33.30C) & Min 56° F (13.30C)

 
CGDD 03.1310

2

3.133.33




 


Example 2
If average daily temperature:
 860F  (Tmax+Tmin)/2
 GDD = (86-50)0F = 360F-Day
Corn requires about 100 growing degrees days
(GDDs) to emerge, then

Day = 100/[(86+50)/2-50] = 5.5 days
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 The application of the GDD equation is given in the
following example with 100C as the base temperature
(soybean).

Day
Temperature

(0C) GDD
Calculation

GDD
(0C day)Max Min

1 30 22 (30+22)/2 -10 16.0
2 29 19 (29+19)/2 -10 30.0
3 27 18 (27+18)/2 -10 42.5
4 29 20 (29+20)/2 -10 57.0
5 29 20 (29+20)/2 -10 71.5

 For 5 days, GDD =71 0C-Day

4. GDD CASE STUDIES
 Soybean
 Comparison of number of days taken by soybean

crop in different phenophases during life cycle in the
year 2004 at Anand, Gujarat, India

No. Phenological stages DAS
D1 D2 D3

1 Emergence 3 4 3
2 Unifoliate 15 10 9
3 Flower induction 28 19 18
4 First flower 53 47 38
5 First pod 69 52 44
6 First seed 78 60 49
7 End leaf 89 63 52
8 End pod 108 72 61
9 Physiological maturity 114 106 78
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Phenological Stage
1 = Emergence,
2 = Unifoliate ,
3 = Flower induction,
4 = First flower,
5 = First pod,
6 = First seed,
7 = End leaf,
8 = End pod &
9 = Physiological

maturity

Kumar et al., 2008 American-Eurasian Journal of Agronomy 1 (2): 45-50
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Phenological Phases GDD (0C-Day)
D1 D2 D3

P1 (Emergence to unifoliate) 73 64 78

P2 (First unifolioate to first branching) 151 128 83

P3 (first branching to flower bud induction) 371 321 178

P4 (First flower induction to first flower) 382 365 326

P5 (First flower to 50 per cent flower) 180 159 80

P6 (50 per cent flower to first pod) 187 138 118

P7 (First pod to 50 per cent podding) 84 51 52

P8 (50 per cent podding to end of leaf) 202 164 123

P9 (end of leaf to dough) 788 668 306

P10 (dough to physiological maturity) 382 306 215

SOYBEAN GDD (OCday)
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AN EXAMPLE
 In Malang, on average,
 TMAX = 31.60C,
 TMIN = 18.70C, and
 TBASE = 100C for soybean

 Calculate the day of emergence (DE), first
flower (DF) and physiological maturity (DP) that
requires 70, 600 and 1280 0Cdays (GDD)
respectively

 Calculation
 DE = 70/[(31.6+18.7)/2-10] = 4.6 days
 DF = 600/[(31.6+18.7)/2-10] = 39.6 days
 DP = 1280/[(31.6+18.7)/2-10] = 84.5 days

Rice
Seedling establishment: 1213.6-287.9 DD
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Rice
Harvest = 1810-1918 DD

Corn Growing Degree Days

Corn Maturity (Days) GDD
85 to 100 2100 – 2400

101 to 130 2400 – 2800
131 to 145 2900 – 3200

Growth Stage GDD
V2 200
V6 475

V12 870
VT 1135
R1 1400
R6 2700

GDD Requirements of a 2700 GDD Hybrid

From NCH-40 Growing Season Characteristics and Requirements in the Corn Belt. National Corn Handbook.
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CORN CASE

 Chad Lee
 Grain Crops Extension Specialist
 859-257-3203 ● cdlee2@uky.edu
 www.uky.edu/Ag/GrainCrops/

 Vegetative (V)
 Reproductive (R)

How a Corn Plant Develops, Special Report No. 48
Iowa State University
http://maize.agron.iastate.edu/corngrows.html

Corn Emergence (VE)
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Corn Growth Stages
V3

3 Collars
Nodal roots active.
Growing point below ground

V6
6 collars

Growing point above ground.
Tassel and ear development starting.

V12
12 collars

Ear size, kernel size and kernel number being
determined.
Limits on water and/or nutrients will reduce yields.

V15
15 collars

Rapid growth, about 10 to 12 days before silking.
Most sensitive to stress.

VT
tassel

Last tassel branch is visible but prior to silking.
Complete leaf loss will cause nearly 100% yield loss.

 Comparing visible collars to actual nodes.
 Tassel and ear development start early.
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R1
Silking

N and P uptake are rapid.
About 50% of total N is taken up after R1.
K uptake is nearly complete.
Water needed for pollination.
Pollination occurs.

R2
Blister

Ear size nearly complete.
Silks begin to dry out.
A miniature corn plant is being formed in each
fertilized kernel.

R4
Dough

Kernels have accumulated ½ of total dry weight.
Five leaves have formed in the kernel.

R5
Dent

Most kernels have dented and are near 55% moisture at
start.
Starch layer has formed and progresses down the
kernel.

R6
Physiological

Maturity

Blacklayer has formed at bottom of
kernel.
Kernel is about 30 to 35% moisture.
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51

http://leavingbio.net/TheSt
ructureandFunctionsofFlo
wers%5B1%5D.htm

52
GOODBYE

http://leavingbio.net/TheSt
ructureandFunctionsofFlo
wers%5B1%5D.htm
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53

http://leavingbio.net/TheSt
ructureandFunctionsofFlo
wers%5B1%5D.htm

GOODBYE

PEST CASE
 The activity and development of insects is

controlled by the temperature of the surrounding
environment.

 It has long been recognized that growth could be
measured indirectly by tracking temperature over
time once the lower (baseline) and upper
threshold temperatures for a particular insect were
known.

 This would allow us to predict events in an insect's
life cycle during the season by measuring growth
in terms of temperature over time
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Aphid growth


